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Fig.1: Flyer of the National Webinar 

 

IQAC, Dispur Law College has conducted a National webinar under the guidance of the Principal, 

Dr Gargi Dutta Paul at the appointed time 11am. on Google meet platform. The webinar started 

with the welcome address of Dr. Swapna Manindranath Deka, Vice-Principal and Coordinator of 

IQAC, Dispur Law College. In her speech, the Vice-Principal welcomes everyone, mentions the 

topic of the webinar and gives a brief introduction of the Resource Person, Dr. Sundaram who is 

working as a IPR-Chair Professor in the Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade 

(DPIIT) in National Law University and Judicial Academy, Assam. 

 



 
 

Fig.2: Resource Person, Dr. Sankar Sundaram delivered his speech on Indian Patent Act, 1970 

 

 

                 After the inauguration of the webinar, the Resource Person, Dr. Sundaram has delivered 

his speech on Indian Patent Act, 1970. In his speech Dr. Sundaram has delivered a detailed and 

depth analysis of the IPA. He talked about patents, benefits of securing patents, what inventions 

can and cannot be patented, how to apply for patent, publication of the patent specification, patent 

examination, types of patent infringement, post grant-opposition u/s25(2), revocation of patents: 

section-64, compulsory licensing (situation) section-84, patent litigation jurisdiction u/s 104, and 

104(A), non-infringement declaration power of court u/s 106, defences in an infringement suit u/s 

107, Bolar Provisions u/s 107A, reliefs in suit for infringement u/s 108, right of exclusive license 

to take partin proceeding against infringement u/s 109, 110, 111, certificate of contested validity 

u/s 113, reliefs in suit for partial infringement u/s 114, scientific adviser’s u/s 115, offences and 

penalties u/s 118,119, 120, 121, 122, 123, landmark patent litigations etc. 

 

 
 

Fig.3: Queries of the participants to the resource person 



 

             After delivering the lecture Dr. Sundaram has responded to the queries of the participants. 

Yunus Sarkar, Harekrishnan T, Tahmina Ahmed and other participants have asked questions 

relevant to the topic and Dr. Sundaram has given satisfactory answers to the participants. About 

100 participants have taken part in this webinar. Dr Suranjana Kalita, another Assistant Professor 

of DLC presented the queries of the participants to the resource person. The webinar concluded 

with the vote of thanks delivered by Dr. Indrani Medhi, Assistant Professor of Dispur Law College. 
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